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Your Next Connection

Now
your iSeries can be upgraded to enable full web benefits
Through the best iSeries emulation available
BOSâNOVAWeb measureably extends the
life cycle and capabilities
of your iSeries.

Add up the advantages
Centralized
Loaded on a central server and managed
by a network supervisor, BOSâNOVAWeb
allows normal user changes to occur
hassle-free. Whether you are moving users
to new workstations, upgrading software,
pushing out new applications, or enhancing
security, users simply log on to receive the
correct workstation parameters for their
jobs.

Web Network Supervisor
The server and users are managed easily
and economically via the browser. The
Network Supervisor can change or modify
parameters from any enterprise computer
whether internal or external. No need to
use the server’s computer for changes or
upgrades. It is all done seamlessly via the
web and from a remote workstation.

Zero maintenance
Application upgrades and parameter
changes are automatically delivered to endusers as soon as they log on via the
browser to the web server integrated into
BOSâNOVAWeb.
BOSâNOVAWeb eliminates the need for
both additional “push” software and
expensive technical support at the desktop.
What’s more, the client/server architecture
means current cache capabilities can be
used, thus enabling upgrades in real-time.

Slashes communication costs
Ensures a friendly, transparent work environment
Installs rapidly and easily without a client install
Delivers a very fast ROI

GAIN central management and control
SAVE though a web management interface
REDUCE maintenance at workstation
PROVIDE SECURE access to iSeries for remote web users with SSL
PRINT via the web
DEPLOY Proxy for customization to your network
ALIGN easily into the existing enterprise network architecture

Total Security
The architecture allows all internal and
external iSeries users to benefit from the
network. Users access the iSeries through
the BOSâNOVAWeb server which
incorporates a web server. The server
encodes all transmitted information,
complying with SSL standards, amplified
by user verification via a client certificate.

Printing via the Web
BOS’s successful Printer Client technology
is embedded in BOSâNOVAWeb to enable
you to print via the web. Fully suports all
printouts and printers.

Multi Environments
BOSâNOVAWeb can be installed in tree
environments: iSeries Native, Microsoft,
Linux.

